
The Truth About Salt
People sometimes go to health food stores looking for a low-
salt section because they've erroneously been led to believe that
salt is bad for their health. 

For a few, reducing or eliminating salt from their diet may be
effective in reducing blood pressure. However, for  most, a low
salt diet seems to have little or no effect on blood pressure. 

Award winning MD & author David Brownstein, said in med
school he was taught a low-salt diet was good and a high-salt
diet was bad. “But in the real world using low-salt diets to treat
cases of hypertension was not successful.” 

The REAL problem is refined table salt
which is nothing more than sodium chlo-
ride,  but  it's  MISSING  over  80  trace
minerals that are naturally supposed to
be  in  salt. Plus,  refined  table  salt  often
contains  harmful  anti-caking agents,  some
of which have been linked to heavy metal
toxicity and kidney problems. 

So what should you use instead?

The  truth  is  that  unrefined  sea  salt  is
actually VERY good for you. It  helps to
balance your blood sugar, helps keep your

bones strong, regulates your metabolism, boosts your immune
system and more. Natural, unrefined sea salt provides a number
of nutrients and minerals, in forms that the body recognizes and
knows how to use. Replacing standard refined salt with high
quality  sea  salt  containing  a  balanced  mineral  content  can
improve health and even balance blood pressure. 

Rather than focusing on eliminating salt  to  reduce blood
pressure, studies have clearly shown that having the correct
balance of sodium, potassium, and magnesium is far more
important than reducing salt alone. Potassium is a naturally
occurring mineral your body uses as an electrolyte (substance
in solution that conducts electricity), and it is vital for optimal
health. Potassium works in your body with magnesium to relax
the walls of your arteries, keep your muscles from cramping
and  lowers  your  blood  pressure.  The  reduction  in  blood
pressure with added potassium and magnesium has also been
associated in studies with a reduced risk of stroke. 

If  you're  eating  mostly  processed  foods,  your  sodium-to-
potassium balance is virtually guaranteed to be inversed.  The
standard American diet (SAD) lacks potassium. Although the
amount of salt is important, it's the ratio between sodium,
potassium, and magnesium that is of greatest importance to
your heart health and stroke risk. 

Improving  your  diet  to  include  more  naturally  occurring
minerals  will  likely yield  more  impressive  long-term results
than cutting out the salt. 

Meet The Managers
As far back as I can remember healers have
been a part of my life. From my family roots
in  the  Appalachian  Mountains  harvesting
herbs  for  natural  medicines  to  the  western
approach  with  my  mother  being  an  RN
(registered nurse).

This being said, I have dedicated most of my
adult life to health and wellness and had the

privilege  of  being  selected  to  join  the  Sunshine  team 3  1/2
years  ago.  My love  of  people  and desire  to  teach  and learn
more about natural remedies finally was united. As much as I'm
fulfilled  by teaching,  I  truly love  learning  directly from our
customers experiences as well.

With all that said, what I most enjoy most about Sunshine is the
coming together of all walks of life, young and old, weak and
bold,  experienced  and  new,  for  one  common  purpose,
HEALTHY LIVING!  It  prides  me  that  we  are  continually
offering  knowledgeable  advice  to  our  customers  along  with
high quality products to back it up. 

Stop in and see me sometime. I'd love to assist you! Whether
it's supplements, groceries, or delicious prepared foods from the
café, together I'm sure we'll find a way to add a little Sunshine
to your life! 

You'll Meet More Of Our Managers In Future Issues

Nette Hightower
Sunshine Manager

Avocados are a
great dietary

source for both
potassium &
magnesium



Severely Thinning Hair Gets
The Nutrients It Needed

Lindell's Success Story

75-Year-Old  Lindell  Stacey-Horton  had
been without eyebrows and eyelashes for
some  time.  About  a  year  ago  she  also
developed a bald spot. 

When  she  saw  a  success  story  in  the
Sunshine  newsletter  about  NeoCell
Beauty  Infusion she  was  very skeptical
but came to Sunshine to find out more. 

The Results: In less than a month she began to see changes.
The collagen in NeoCell Beauty Infusion was working. After
years  of  having  no  eyelashes  or eyebrows  they  began  to
grow back! Her bald spot began to fill in with new hair growth
and her skin also started looking better and feeling softer. 

Collagen is the most abundant protein in the body. In addition
to being a building block of healthy hair, virtually everything
that bends, stretches and holds our bodies together is made of
collagen. Tendons, ligaments and even our bones rely on our
ability synthesize and integrate collagen. Unfortunately, we lose
about 15% of our collagen every decade after the age of 30.

Beyond supporting healthy hair, collagen helps neutralize
the effects of aging. Great for rebuilding after  work-outs or

to recover  from illness, injury, or surgery

Each Scoop Tastes Great, Dissolves Instantly, and Provides:

 * 6,000 mg of instantly dissolving non-GMO collagen
 * 50 mg of Hyaluronic Acid for skin, cartilage, & eyes
 * 3,000 mcg of Biotin for support of better hair & nails 
 * ALA & Vitamin C for enhancement of collagen formation 

_____________________________________________________________________________

Badger Organic Sunscreens 
Are Safe & Effective

  Most mainstream sunscreens have highly
toxic  ingredients  that  go  right  thru  your
skin  and  into  your  bloodstream  within
minutes. 

Badger has safe & effective sunscreens, lip
balms,  insect  repellents,  and  body-care
formulas for every member of the family. 

Some  stand  up  to  water  sports  &  heavy
sweating, others are moisturizing and great
for gardening and every day cosmetic use.  

Every  single  ingredient  is  held  to  the  "Badger  Natural
Standard" that considers their growth, sustainability, and supply
chain. With Badger products, you can be sure that you are using
the purest, most natural products available. 

Increase Energy, Eliminate Toxins 
& Reduce Inflammation 

With An Organic Juice Cleanse  

Juice  cleansing  is  a  healthy,  easy,  delicious
way to detox and nourish your body. It's simple. Just take a day
or more from your regular diet and instead consume organic
plant-based nutrients in the form that is easiest for your body to
assimilate – fresh, raw, organic vegetable & fruit juices.  

Give your gut  a rest.  The nutrients in fresh juice are readily
absorbed with little or no work by your digestive system. Feel
the increased energy! 

Sunshine Makes Juice Cleansing Affordable

Choice of fresh juice blends from our list. Packed in glass jars
Any 3, 16 oz jars … $15.50     Any 6, 16 oz jars … $29.95

Packed on ice to ensure freshness

Any Juicing book in stock … half price with any order*

Custom blends available. We prefer 30 minute notice if possible.
Jar deposit extra. *One book per family

______________________________________________________________________________

Wondercide
Flea & Tick Control 

Safe For Pets, People, &
Property

Woof...  For Dogs:  If  you're  headed
for a walk or to the park, spritz your
Wonderpup  before  or  after  to  repel
and kill any fleas or ticks that could
hitch a ride home. Spray
pet  bedding  and

furniture  where  your  Wonderpup  hangs  out.
Simply spray your dog's coat and rub it in “against
the  grain.”  Spray the  body,  legs,  tail,  belly,  and
armpits.  Spritz into your hands to rub onto your
dog's ears and face.  Repeat  2-3x per week or as
needed. 

Meow...For  Cats: Our  feline  friends  are  more
sensitive  by  nature,  so  we  strongly  recommend
testing  a  small  amount  of  product  on  your  cat
before a full treatment. Available in 1 oz size for
this purpose.

For People...Wondercide helps keep mosquitoes and ticks off 
people too! Spray on clothing or directly on your body. 

For Homes...Sunshine recommends using diatomaceous earth
powder to treat fleas in home, yard & garden. We carry that too.

____________________________________________________________________________

 Grants Pass woman
nourishes her hair

from the inside with
instantized collagen

 On Sale Thru June 24th 
Additional 10% Off, All 3 Formulas Of

NeoCell Collagen

The Sunshine Team: Our
granddaughters Camryn
& Alysse with our pups

Brady & Mochi

 convenient
spray bottle

Free 2-Page Sunscreen Safety Report
That Identifies The Dangerous Chemicals Found In 

Most Sunscreens & How To Have Fun In The Sun Safely.
Pick one up the next time you're in the store. 


